
     

 
AGENDA SUPPLEMENT 
 
Economy & Place Scrutiny Committee 
 
To: Councillors Pavlovic (Chair), Richardson (Vice-Chair), 

D'Agorne, Hunter, Mason, D Myers and Steward 
 

Date: Wednesday, 28 November 2018 
 

Time: 5.30 pm 
 

Venue: The George Hudson Board Room - 1st Floor West 
Offices (F045) 
 

 
The Agenda for the above meeting was published on Tuesday 20 
November 2018. The attached additional documents are now available 
for the following agenda item: 

 
 
4. Economic Health of York City Centre   (Pages 1 - 44) 
 Presentations by city stakeholders will take place under this item, to 

facilitate a discussion with the committee and the Head of Economic 
Growth. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This agenda supplement was published on  

Tuesday 18 December 2018 
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Independent Retail in 
York City Centre 

Sophie Ashmore and  
Sarah McCarron 
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Headlines 

“Urgent plea over York city centre's 49 empty shops and 

restaurants” 

 
“Campaign to help save the high street in York” 

 

“Call for 'visionary' thinking to tackle empty shops in city centre” 
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Objectives 
● Find out the views of local independent businesses 

● Develop an understanding of what it is like being an independent retailer 

in York 

● Develop a picture of city centre retail from an independent perspective 

● Find out the council can work with businesses and adapt their approach 

to support independent retailers in York. 

 

● 125 surveys were sent out 

● 17 feedback sessions in total 
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Encouraging findings 
● Praised work of Council partnerships such the York BID 

● Praised the work of Indie York and the Indie Map in promoting local 

businesses 

● Acknowledged that hen and stag dos, although not ideal are a large 

source of income for the city centre and licensed premises. 

● Sending out business rates updates to businesses in the city centre was 

seen as forward-looking approach  

● Identified York as an ideal location for independent businesses, due to the 

small, quirky nature of buildings. 
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And our retailers said... 
“If you don’t support our local businesses they’re not going to be here.” 

“Monday is the busiest retail day now for local people” 

“Would relocate [from York] when we outgrow our site” 

“There are no regular local customers” 

“There is no clear vision that is open minded and for the people of York” 
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Key issues 
● Business rates 

● Lack of communication/consistency  

● Stag and hen dos 

● Change in retail day 

● Markets 

● Circular investment 

● No clear City vision 

● A boards 

● Pedestrianisation  
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Business Rates 

● Many businesses are on a ‘knife’s edge’ when it comes to business rate 

payments, with many paying the equivalent to another half of their rent in 

business rates 
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City Experience 
● Many businesses recognised that stag and hen do’s provide a high income 

for licensed premises in the city. 

● However they have a detrimental effect to retail on the weekends, with 

Monday becoming the main shopping day for locals in York instead of 

Saturday. 

● Structure of markets 
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Communication and Consistency 
● Many businesses found a lack of clarity and consistency regarding Council 

policy.  

● Lack of interdepartmental communication within the Council. 
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Suggestions for consideration 
● Staggered business rates 

● Business leaflets 

● Internal training between Council services 

● Staggered market prices 

● Increasing circular investment 

● Market the USP of the City for independents 

● Increase in general support 
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BYEEEEE FELICIA  
 

 

“York is not safe- the long term can be tough…  

But it can be fantastic.” 

      -Bill Grimsey 
               York 

Business Week 
      13/11/2018 
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INDIE YORK  
P
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Retail		 96	
Food	 69	
Services	 50	

Bars	 28	
Galleries		 12	
Hotel	BandB	 9	
Health/Beauty	 6	
Total	 270	
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HM Treasury 
Budget 2018 
Our Plan for the High Street  

Future High Streets Fund. (In addition to £900 million Commercial Rate relief.) 

6. The £675 million fund will invest in improvements to town centre infrastructure. The 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) will publish further details on how 
the fund will work.  
High Streets Taskforce  
9. The Future High Streets Fund will support the establishment of a new High Streets taskforce. This 
will provide hands-on support to local areas to develop innovative strategies to help high streets 
evolve, connect local areas to relevant experts and share best practice.  
Strengthening community assets  
10. The fund will also support the regeneration of heritage high streets, helping Historic England 

restore the historic buildings that make our high streets special and destinations that people want 
to visit.  

  

Bids of £25m by Local Authorities  
for key centres. 
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THE CITY CENTRE 

FROM A MAKE IT YORK PERSPECTIVE 
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Reasons to be cheerful...

> 2018 YTD footfall figures up 2.7% on 2018 (v UK average decline of 2.5%)

> Retail occupancy is 91.8% compared to a national average of 89.9% and a 
northern average of 85.2% (LDC 2017)

> The city has developed Christmas really well : “Britain’s most festive city”

> Tourism numbers are positive across a range of measures

> Unprecedented calendar of events and festivals during 2018 (Bloom!, 
Shakespeare’s Rose theatre, Mediale, Hot Air Balloon fiesta etc.)
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Reasons to be cheerful... part 2

> BID making significant contribution to street cleanliness, safety, wayfinding, 
Christmas lights etc.

> A significant ‘indy’ sector with an infrastructure for promotion and marketing

> Pipeline of retailers interested in York

> And some of them do land... Flying Tiger, Flight Centre, The Entertainer, 
Wild and Westbrooke

> It has the England’s best Visitor Information Centre (Visit England 2017/18)
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But cheerful shouldn’t 
mean complacent
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Stairway to Heaven

> Respond to the Grimsey challenge (vision, leadership, a commission)

> Be less tolerant to poor behaviour ( gag mag sellers, public drug taking, illegal van 
parking, ASB etc.)

> Fulfil the commitment on wayfinding

> Continue with proactive approach to new retailers

> Create a new plan for the development of the Shambles Market – future-proof it 

> Resolve to address the car parking issues
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Stairway to Heaven

> Complete and commit to a city events strategy... with clear guidance and free of politics

> Embed an ambitious city tourism strategy within the city’s economic development 
plan... and see it as an asset not a burden

> Ensure there is an holistic view of where future events/festival space is going to be in 
the city, given all the new developments

> Ensure that the core city centre doesn’t get subsumed by the new developments i.e. it 
needs attention and investment too
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Running events in the City 

Centre 

“Too much like hard work” 
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Public realm not a “Cash Cow” 

• Food Festival is a not for profit CIG but still 
charged a commercial fee. 

 

• Events that invited 3rd party traders can be 
seen as rivals to the city’s permanent 
businesses.   

 

• These pressures also apply to Make it 
York’s own activities. 
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Contribution 

Central attraction for wider engagement 

Evening Economy 

Schools / community 

Trails and Fringe 

   

• Damaging the locals issue.   
– (Shambles market revamp). 

– St Nics over longer time 

– More can be done – deal to lower the commercial 
pressure 
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Do we want to attract non 

commercial activities? 

• The Grimsey model 

– Lots of scope for arts and community activity 

– Need to engage residents 

 

• Fees 

 

• Structures 

– Is there a creative lightweight event structure 
that does not block the space  
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Relationship issues 

 

• Waste and Electrical services 
– Health and Safety / Ownership 

– Spill-over waste 

– Poor infrastructure, bins, electrics, drainage 

 

• Maintenance 
– Benches and roadway 

– Make it York should have a more proprietorial role 

 

• Flexible structures 
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